PUT AN END
to snoring!
Get a restful sleep
to start the new
day full of
energy!

STOP
SL 60 – snore mask

SLEEP IS THE
ELIXIR OF LIFE

A RESTFUL SLEEP
ACTS AS A SOURCE OF
ENERGY FOR THE DAY
Whether you’re an early bird or a night owl, the quality
of our sleep is essential for our productivity throughout
the day. The average amount of sleep for adults is
between seven and nine hours a night, so around one
third of the day. This means it is very important to get
a restful sleep.

58% OF GERMANS FEEL THAT
THEY DO NOT GET ENOUGH SLEEP
More and more of us are suffering from sleep disorders;
the complex demands of everyday life sometimes make
it difficult for us to switch off and relax. Another factor
that disturbs sleep is snoring, something that 44% of
Germans attribute to their partners*.

* Beurer sleep atlas 2017: How Germany sleeps, Dr med. Michael Feld,
Prof. Dr med. Peter Young, Munich 2017.

PEACEFUL SLEEP
AT LAST

SNORING IS NOT ONLY
A QUESTION OF AGE
One in every two men over the age of 40 and one in
every two women over the age of 50 snores. A possible
cause of snoring is the relaxing of the tongue and the
throat muscles. This phenomenon occurs due to age,
but also due to anatomical predispositions. Stress,
medication or alcohol can also lead to increased muscle
relaxation and encourage snoring.

AN EAR-SPLITTING DISTURBANCE
TO YOUR SLEEP THAT SOUNDS
LIKE A JACKHAMMER
Snoring (rhonchopathy) is considered a serious
sleep-related issue as both the snorer and the person
sleeping next to them are affected. Quiet snoring
starts at approximately 20 dB (rustling leaves),
while the loudest sufferers achieve the volume
of a jackhammer at 120 dB.

SNORING IS ALSO A
PROBLEM DURING THE DAY
Snoring has a negative effect on the quality and
duration of sleep. Loud snoring makes a longer-lasting,
deep sleep seem like a distant dream. As a result, loud
snorers in particular often suffer from daytime fatigue
or problems concentrating.

THE RIGHT STEP
TOWARDS A BETTER
QUALITY OF LIFE

SLEEPING RIGHT LEADS
TO A LONGER LIFE!
Sleep researchers have discovered that people
who regularly sleep for around eight hours a night live
for around five years longer.*

GENTLE SNORING THERAPY
FOR RESTFUL NIGHTS
With the right tools, sleep quality can be monitored and
the environment in which we fall asleep, sleep through
the night and wake up can be improved in a productive
manner. The innovative SL 60 snore mask has a gentle
effect on the snorer and stops disturbing snoring with
a combination of intelligent snoring detection and
a gentle vibration alert.

Gentle snoring therapy
for a soothing night's sleep without interruption.
Your partner will thank you!

* http://www.afruh.de/Gesunder%20Schlaf.html

UNDISTURBED SLEEP
FOR YOU AND YOUR
PARTNER!

A WORLD FIRST:
A SNORE MASK
TO STOP SNORING!

STOP

The SL 60 snore mask is worn like a regular sleep mask.
By recording snoring sounds and structure-borne
noise, the SL 60 detects in real time when the user is
snoring. It sends vibration pulses, in growing intensity,
to stop the snoring – before your partner is disturbed.
With the "beurer SleepQuiet" app, you can adjust the
sensitivity of the snoring detection, the maximum pulse
intensity and the starting time to suit your individual
requirements.

SL 60 snore mask
and "beurer SleepQuiet" app

EFFECTIVE SNORING
THERAPY

FOR A RESTFUL,
PEACEFUL SLEEP
As soon as the algorithm detects snoring, the control
unit starts to vibrate gently on the forehead. The body’s
resulting reaction causes the throat muscles to become
firm and the airways to open. The snorer can breathe
smoothly again and the snoring subsides. They may
also change their lying position.

Battery operated
Battery life of approx.
2 - 3 nights

Removable control unit
Gentle vibration alert

SUCCESS IN FOUR STEPS
Immediate alleviation of snoring by means of vibration
pulses on the forehead.

Machine-washable up to 30°C
Adjustable length

1. Snoring

2. Pulse

3. Breathing

4. Restful night

“beurer SleepQuiet”
app for precise
snoring analysis

"beurer SleepQuiet" app:
We can help you to
reduce your snoring.

SNORING BEHAVIOUR
AT A GLANCE

Detailed snoring analysis
including snores per hour,
recording duration and
determination of the
maximum snoring volume

Do away with snoring! The user-friendly
"beurer SleepQuiet" app enables you to carry
out a precise analysis of your snoring behaviour,
helping you to reduce your disruptive snoring.
It's as simple as this: Download the “beurer SleepQuiet”
app. Start the app and follow the instructions. After

Calendar with snoring diary:
For documenting influencing factors
like alcohol, stress, etc.

Evaluation view:
(in days/weeks/year)

installing the app, you´ll get a range of functions, such
as a detailed snoring analysis including snores per hour,
the recording of duration and determination of the
maximum snoring volume, a calendar and various
settings.

Settings:
Start time, sensitivity, maximum
pulse intensity (with preview)

GOODNIGHT
•

Real-time detection
of snoring sounds

•

Gentle snoring therapy

•

Easy to use

•

Comfortable snore mask:
adjustable length and washable

•

Precise snoring analysis with
the free “beurer SleepQuiet” app

•

Battery-powered: charging time
of approx. 2 hours, battery life of
approx. 2 - 3 nights for loud snorers

SWEET DREAMS

SleepLine product series:
Falling asleep,
sleeping through and
waking up better

SE 80 sleep sensor

SL 60 snore mask

SL 70 snore stopper

LB 37 air humidifier

TL 55 daylight therapy
lamp Day & Night

WL 75 wake up light

LR 200
Air purifier

HM 55
Thermo hygrometer

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered
trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use
of such marks by Beurer GmbH is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.
Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc.,
registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service
mark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of
Google LLC. Android is a trademark of Google LLC.

UB 200
Heated underblanket - fitted

UB 190
Heated underblanket
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Be well protected throughout the night and active throughout the
day! The Beurer SleepLine expert series can help, with perfectly
coordinated products and apps. For a restful and restorative
night´s sleep, power and energy for the day.

